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Lots and lots of paper

55,038 x 30 pages = 1,651,140 pages

1,651,140 pages = ~165 m

165 m = ~ 1000 bananas end-to end





Experts are best positioned to 
identify fruitful research



Science needs to be insulated from 
political vicissitudes



Scrutiny incentivizes quality 
research



Peer reviewers gain a broader view 
on their field



Feedback from review leads to 
iterative improvements



exhausting



burdensome
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burdensome

-a prominent virologist testified to a 
Congressional committee that 60% of his time 
is dedicated to seeking research funding

-estimated that 42% of the total faculty research 
time is consumed by administrative activities 
required for compliance with research grants, 
such as progress reports, accounting, animal 
protocols, human protocols, and select-agent 
regulations, etc.
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conservative

The Guardian interview with 
Al Gore:



conservative
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hyperbolic



hyperbolic

The requirement that they promise taxpayers specific 
results to justify research tends to invite either 
exaggeration or boringly predictable projects. 
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*this is controversial 
(e.g Ceci and 
Williams 2011)



biased
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Whether  because  of  peer  review’s  established  
reputation,  or  its  centrality… there  have  been  very  few  
studies  to  provide  empirical grounds  either  for  its  
censure  or  continued  support. 



not much better 
than it would be 
otherwise

On  the  other  hand,  several  recent  modelling  exercises  
examining  single-rater  reliabilities have  proved  less  
encouraging

 Jayasinghe and colleagues (2003) demonstrated a 
single-rater reliability of just  0.21  for  the  humanities  and  
social  sciences,  and  an  even  lower  0.19  for  the  
sciences. 
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~2-4% better 
than chance
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otherwise



State of the 
evidence: 2017 



If peer review doesn’t 
work, why not just 
make it rain?

Grant lotteries
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Early experiments in lotteries



The Explorer Grant process



Example “Explorer” award: 
bioactive toothpaste



Example “Explorer” award: 
Exploring endometrial cancer
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Example 
“Experiment!” 
Award
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Citizen review

The dark horse candidate





Citizen review

Grant allocation processes in which community 
members, not professional peers, play the dominant 
role in selecting awardees



Early experiments in citizen 
review: crowdfunding

Proposal
• Webpage 

on c.f. 
platform

Pledges
• Must meet 

requested 
amount by 
deadline

Award











Crowdfunding 
pros

Builds science communication 
directly into research process
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Crowdfunding 
pros

More money directly to research



Crowdfunding 
pros

Quick decisions, high success rate



Crowdfunding 
pros

Benefits early career researchers



Crowdfunding 
pros

Reverses the gender
advantage



Crowdfunding 
cons

Small awards

Median 
experiment.
com award: 

$3000

Average NSF award: 
$150,000



Crowdfunding 
cons

Demographics of funders



Crowdfunding 
shouldn’t be our 
leading model for 
citizen review





A modular system for citizen 
review
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Keeping score Citizen review vs. the favorites



The scoreboard: epistemic and 
non-epistemic values





Lay knowledge and 
pursuitworthiness



Lay knowledge and 
pursuitworthiness



A more democratic science

Policy discussions are dominated by concerns about “how 
much” and avoid like the plague serious questions about 
“what for.”







Scorecard

Peer Review Lotteries Citizen Review

Epistemic Diversity

Access to lay 
knowledge

Democratic input of 
public values

Trust and 
communication

Not at funding 
stage

We can pretend…



Standby: 
tabulating 
results



Winner!



Owning my 
shortcomings:



A modest 
proposal:

Let’s generate evidence by trying 
citizen review out…
…in a limited way



Some 
speculative 
suggestions
• Basic peer triage 
• Health and environment
• Minimal, mixed-media proposals
• Insulate reviewers from data 

about the academic 
establishment



The ideal funding 
ecosystem: A blend of peer review, lotteries, 

citizen review, and mixed systems 



Carlos Santana
c.santana@utah.edu

carlosgraysantana.com

Summary Peer review has high costs 
and dubious benefits

Citizen review might do 
better at identifying 
pursuitworthy research

Unlike lotteries, it offers 
direct input of public 
knowledge and values 





Objection! • Will this lead to the neglect 
of basic research?
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Objection!

• “Citizen” review is exclusionary. Why not 
“community” or “lay” or something?

• The resonance with “citizen science” is valuable
• “Citizen” has always meant more than recognized state 

membership, and I favor emphasizing/reclaiming 
inclusive understandings of citizenship





Objection!

• Do we really want more trust in science?
• Yes, if it isn’t blind trust. Citizen review makes it earned 

trust.



Objection!

• Doesn’t triage mean that this is still peer review?
• Maybe, but triage could be:

• Minimally demanding on peers

• Performed by administrative staff

• Performed by AI

• Performed by lay experts



Objection!

How do we implement this?



Reply:

This is a mirror



Objection!

• You should have cited:
• Kuhn
• Feyerabend
• Dewey
• Kitcher
• __________________
• __________________


